Lent 1 Half term weekly overview
Year 2

Read below to see what I am learning about each week.
Week Beg
06.01.2020

13.01.2020

20.1.2020

27.01.2020

3.02.2020

10.02.20

RE

English

Maths

Science

Topic

Feast of the
epiphany
Books
Know and
understand the
different books
used at home and
in school
Understand the
books that are
used in Church by
the parish family –

The day the
crayons quit

Missing number
sums - part
whole model

Humans and
other animals.

MaRrtin Luther
king
Fact file

The Gospels - Do
we live the
Gospels today? A
story from the
Gospel of St
Matthew.
The baptism of
Jesus .
Other books the
parish family uses.
Learning
responses. used in
Mass.
Thanksgiving
Recall the Last
supper.
Order of the Mass
–
Eucharistic Prayer.

Life cycles and
animals
grouping.

Writing a
persuasive letter
Looking at
apostrophes for
possession,
commas in lists
and to separate
ideas.
Sentences GPVS
Biography/ fact
files.
Martin Luther
King and Rosa
Parks
Write a letter to
a friend
I have a dream

.

Money- making
combinations
using different
coins
Comparison of
difference using <
>=

Measures –
Estimation and
Measure Using
Different Scale

Camille and the
sunflowers –
Laurence Anholt.

Shape and
pattern

The work of
Vincent Van
Gogh

Statistics

Writing a
biography/ letter
to a friend.
Comparative
Report .

Staying healthy
Why do we
need to eat a
balanced diet?
investigation
time!
does the tallest
person in the
class have the
largest hands?

Using scientific
vocabulary:
sort animals
and create a
branching data
base (IT)

Identifying
animals from
their Skelton.
Naming some of
the larger bones
and organ in the
human body.

Understanding
what it was like in a
different time and
place.
Research the life of
MLK

Did Martin Luther
King impact on the
wider world?
1665
The Great plague

The great Fire of
London
Research - Fact
finding and note
taking. using facts
from an eye
witness.

Understanding the
cause and impact
of the Fire.
Creating a
Newspaper report

